 Word of mouth

Mr Social Control : Homo Sapiens named the animals,but Lineaus named Homo Sapiens,and whilst sorting the world into boxes within boxes,dropped the elephant into his order Brutie,with anteaters and hippos.In retrospect not a natural group.There was no common ancestor with our other descendants.A category is a theory of relatedness,which is a theory about the past,so abandoned categories are not maps of vanished countries,but of countries never there.Not the Soviet Union,but El Dorado.Anyway someone removed anteaters and that left the order Pachydermata,though thick-skinned mammals are also,in retrospect,not a natural group.All ideas are categories,with instances with instances to which they don't apply, instances that are not krill,pedantic or nesting,if this were not true,we'd only need one word chunta-chunta,chunta-chunta-chunta-chunta.So all thought is taxonomy,a Linean exercise into local government in the plant and animal kingdoms,whose sub-orders,infra-classes,and super-families,are the shires,ridings and wappantakes of a new biological super state,with deranged eucharyotic commissioners,bent on classifying and reclassifying the caramel as a vertebrate,the spider crab as a fruit of the sea,the otter as a great hairy tadpole,and the future,eventually,as the past.There are no longer any quadrumana,four handed primates are not a natural group,without the addition of the two handed bimana,or people.The order raptoraise the flesh eating birds....sorry,the condor was just a morbid stork all along,and theirs no phylum schizophyta,a group of microbes,almost,but not quite coinstantiate with the bacteria.There is a whole zoo of moribund zoology,of jargon degenerating into gibberish. Ameridelphians for all American marsupials,Unguiculates for all mammals with claws, Thallopytes for algae and fungi,whole groves of obsolete botany rotting to mulch.This is the constant danger for all words,that there corresponding taxa,might be emptied of purpose,and stand revealed as just arbitrary collections of stuff,and Lineaus,who,having invested so much in Latin names,at least had the decency to Latinise his own,floats about in some phylogenetic afterlife,eternally debating the problem of whether the set of sets,that don't include themselves,includes itself."Chunta-chunta",he says,"chunta-chunta-chunta-chunta".



Micahel Rosen : In old ballads,the word "grammar" was linked to the word "glamour",which was in turn linked to the world of fairies,and the supernatural.When Paul Daniels makes cards disappear,or when David Copperfield makes himself disappear,or even when Penn and Teller appear to chop each other up,we call it "magic".It's a secret world,with it's own way of talking to itself,so we sent Ian Peacock [Ref: I.Peacock "Nothing"] off to see if anyone was willing to leak us a bit of the griff.

(Sawing sounds)

Ian Peacock : Okay I'm now sawing the magic circle's John Derris in half,as he tells me about the words his colleagues use to describe themselves.

(Music plays)
John Derris : Today people tend to call themselves "magicians".In the last century people tended to call themselves "conjurors",I don't know what the distinction is,because possibly one of the earliest references to the word "magician" was 1500 years ago,Merlin the magician in King Arthur's time.Another one of course,that you hear from time to time is "Prestdigitateur", it's a Latin-French word which literally means "nimble....nimble fingers".

Ian Peacock :  So do you call a trick a "trick"?

John Derris :  A trick generally refers to something small that I can hold in my hands.If you said an "illusion",an illusion would suggest to you a large box like sawing a woman in half...

(Music crescendo cuts off John's speech)

Ian Peacock :  And now as you can see,John's bottom half is on the left,and his upper half on the right.Perhaps I should have used a magic phrase,like "Izzy-Wizzy let's get busy",probably invented by Harry Corbett,or the Edwardian "Sizzling sausages".
(Crackling sound followed by thump)
Gosh! A sausage just appeared.Perhaps I should try the most famous incantation of all.

"123 Abracadabra,and as you can see,it really has completely disappeared"
(Children join in with magic word and then squeal)

Brian Sibley : Abracadabra sounds a nonsense word but it isn't really,it's an early cabalistic charm.

Ian Peacock : Broadcaster and magic circle member Brian Sibley.

Brian Sibley : It was written out on parchment as an amulet,and it was written out in a triangular form.Eleven lines beginning with the whole word "Abracadabra" and ending at the bottom with the single letter "A",and it was used as a charm against agueflux,and toothache.It's thought that Abracadabra,comes from the initial letters of the Hebrew words for "Father,Son and Holy Spirit".

(Hebrew spoken)

Ian Peacock : Wiggle your fingers,wiggle your toes,that's the way the magic goes,as I conjour up another magical word.(Random notes sound)

Brian Sibley :  "Hey,Presto!",probably introduced by  Italian conjurors,or "Pesto Change-o" from the Italian word "Presto" for quick.(Orchestral ominous crescendo sounds)

Ian Peacock :  Nowadays "Hocus-Pocus" tends to mean "Mumbo-Jumbo" [Perhaps that's a sub-category of pachydermata -LB],or "Jiggery-Pokery",but it was once considered a genuine spell.

Brian Sibley :  "Hocus-Pocus" has been used in magic for at least 400 years.Some people say their was an ancient Italian magician called "Occus Boccus",but the most likely origin,is a 17th century conjuror,or juggler ,who worked in the reign of James I,he took the name for himself of "Hocus Pocus",and he used the words as part of a very long incantation of utterly mystifying gobbledegook.

"Hocus pocus,tontas tolontas,vade celerita jubeo" - a dark composure of words to blind the eyes of the beholders.But the words could have another meaning,and it could be that they're a parody of part of the words of the consecration from the Latin mass,"Hoc est corpus",this is my body.

Ian Peacock : And now I suppose you expect me to wave a magic wand and conjour up another interviewee? No,nobody up my sleeve at present,so I'll just tell you about "Sim Sallabim" hugely fashionable in the 20s and 30s and full of eastern promise.But in fact it was pinched by the Copenhagen born magician Dante,from a Danish nursery rhyme,just as well he didn't choose
(Recites long-winded,tongue-twisting Danish phrase).
As for the internal mechanisms of tricks themselves,well,magicians manuals are full of jargon,like "Riffle" or "Waterfall shuffle",but most of its self descriptive,therefore secret.But at a recent conjuror's conference,I did manage to magic a few etymological rabbits out of semiotic hat.

(Harp glisssando sounds)

"You've got things like set-ups,and then denouements,you've got all the theatrical terms you would normally apply to a piece of Shakespeare,you could equally apply to a card trick."

"Gimmicks and fakes,gimmicks and fakes are....a deck of cards might be gimmicked or gaffed,which means it's not straight."

"There's... let's see,pack of cards,you've got a pinch,you've got Gorshman pinches,you've got a pinky break,it's a whole different language."

Ian Peacock :  What's a "pinky break" that's an extraordinary term?

[That's when an invisible light red pachyderm trips up and crashes into our timespace from the nth dimension that our perceptions,up until then,have been unable to communicate with -LB]

"A pinky break,I know,it sounds like something you might end up in jail for.Pinky break is when you hold,with your pinky,usually your left pinky...

Ian Peacock :  Meaning your small finger,your little finger?

"...your small finger right...with your small finger you actually have a secret spot controlled in the pack with the very tip of your little finger."

"I mean some words that would give...if I give you a word for a particular kind of trick,it would give it away."

"We know what that word means,where you would get suspicious then,that what the chap's doing in the trick."

Ian Peacock :  So are you sworn to secrecy about certain words?

"Yes."

"Most of the jargon in magic,I think is when you're learning a trick,you're spending all night learning this trick,and most of the jargon is four-letter words that you can't really repeat!"


